ePreview
Welcome

HIGHLIGHTS

Welcome to the 71st edition of ePreview.
This is a crucial time for us at INCOSE UK, as we work
towards setting up all events that we bring to INCOSE
UK members every year. This is the time of year when
we start put a lot more focus on ASEC. If you are
interested in presenting at the 24th Annual Systems
Engineering Conference, the details can be found
from page 2.
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We are also greatly looking forward to this year’s
Training Day, which features five full-day courses and
one half-day course, and is again offering the
opportunity to sit the SEP exam, after the success last
year. Booking is now live for training courses and the
exam. You can find further details on page 8 and
detailed information on each course on the INCOSE
UK website.

INCOSE UK ASEC 2018; The call for content for the
Annual Systems Engineering Conference at Cranfield
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INCOSE UK’s Training Day 2018 - Registration
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Additional news
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Finally, if you have logged into our website recently,
you may have noticed that the 2018 INCOSE UK
member survey is live. The Council would appreciate it
if members could take 10 minutes to complete the
short questionnaire. Further information is on page 9.

INCOSE UK calendar of events
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Annual Systems Engineering Conference 2018
20th - 21st November 2018, Cranfield University

Call for presentations
INCOSE UK are inviting individuals and organisations to
submit presentations to be delivered at the Annual
Systems Engineering Conference (ASEC), INCOSE UK's
flagship event. ASEC brings together a wide range of
professionals from a variety of backgrounds with the
common interest of building upon their Systems
Engineering (SE) knowledge and sharing ideas with their
peers.

Submissions are encouraged to be based around, but
not limited to:
• Where next for Systems Engineering?
• Growing the Systems Engineering workforce of the

future
• The variety in Systems Engineering
However, we are open to proposals that don’t
necessarily fall within a ridged theme, and are keen to
accept papers based around a variety of interesting
applications in SE.

The theme for this year’s ASEC is based around the Year
of Engineering, a government-led initiative with the
goal of making engineering more accessible to future
generations. We want people to be inspired by what
they are doing in their work, whether new to SE or
holding many years’ experience. We are also planning
to run various STEM engagement activities with local
community groups to tie in with both the Year of
Engineering and the Year of Women.

All presentations must be able to fill a 40 minute timeslot, and should include a five minute window to allow
presenters to answer any questions from their audience.
INCOSE UK hosted its first annual conference in 2010.
Now in its 9th year, ASEC has grown to become the UK’s
foremost SE conference.

Deadlines and other information
• 3rd April 2018: Expression of interest - if you are interested in submitting, please express your intent to submit by

emailing events@incoseonline.org.uk.
• 30th April 2018: Submission of abstracts - abstracts should be between 250 and 300 words outlining your

presentation topic and main points. A shortlist of presentations will be selected based on the abstracts received.
Please remember to assess your proposal against the criteria in the review process guidelines. Successful authors
will be invited to submit a six-page paper for review by the judging panel.
• 11th May 2018: Acceptance of abstracts - abstract that INCOSE UK deem to be the best of the submissions will be

notified and asked to submit a six-page paper for their full presentation.
• 11th June 2018: Submission of six-page papers - successful authors will be asked to submit six-page paper that

should be written according to the accompanying review process guidelines. Final conference presenters will be
selected and notified by the end of June 2018.

Please remain aware that the standard registration terms and fees apply to presenters.
For any queries, please email Prof. Jon Holt, technical-director@incoseonline.org.uk. All expressions of interest and
submissions should be emailed to events@incoseonline.org.uk.

ASEC 2018 will be held
at Cranfield University,
near Milton Keynes
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Annual Systems Engineering Conference 2018
20th - 21st November 2018, Cranfield University

Submission review process
Following on from the success of ASEC 2017’s review process, ASEC 2018 will continue using
last year’s review process for submissions for authors and speakers. The process will be
executed as follows:
Call - The call for submissions is issued.

level expertise in their specialist field. All papers will be
blind-reviewed and each reviewer will be asked to
produce a score 0 - 10 and to produce a set of
comments that can be used for feedback to the authors.

Abstracts - Authors respond by submitting a short
abstract. These will be assessed for content, how it fits
the theme of ASEC 2018 and the general applicability
and interest to the Systems Engineering community.
Authors will be asked to classify their submission
according to a set of broad SE categories. Successful
authors will be invited to submit a six-page paper for
full review.

Review - All scores will then be aggregated and a final
decision will be made by the events committee, with
ultimate responsibility lying with the INCOSE UK
Technical Director. All authors will receive the feedback
comments and a final decision: the paper will be
accepted, the paper will be held for a reserve paper or
the paper will be declined.

Papers - Each six-page submission will then have three
reviewers allocated to it, each of whom will be experts
in the subject area of the paper. Each reviewer will
have extensive experience and will hold CEng or CSEP

All submissions and feedback will be handled by the
INCOSE UK Secretariat.

Abstract

Author details

The abstract should be between 200 and 300 words
and should provide an overview of the scope and
purpose of the paper and touch on any key conclusions.

As an absolute minimum, authors must supply:
Name - The names of all of the authors.
Affiliation - The organisation or organisations that they
are representing.
Email - An email address for each author.
Authors may also include other details, such as addresses,
phone numbers, etc if they desire.

Categorisation

Each submission will be categorised by the authors in three broad categories:

Accessibility - Indicates the level of knowledge Topic - A number of broad categories have been
required to understand the paper and gain the identified by existing Groups including:
maximum benefit from its content.
MBSE, Architecture, Enterprise SE, Agile SE, STEM, Service
There are three levels here:
Systems, Education, Project Management, Capability,
Beginner: Aimed at people who are new to the topic Sports and Human Factors. If your topic does not appear
and will typically hold the Awareness level of here, you may add to the list. Please use the suggestions
where possible. Authors must identify up to three topics.
competence in this area.
Practitioner: Aimed at people who have performed
work in this area and are looking to increase their
knowledge. They will typically hold the Supervised
Practitioner or Practitioner level of competence.

Application - There are three levels here, which are:

Advanced: Aimed at people with extensive experience
and who are looking to hone their skills and knowledge
in the area. They will typically hold the Expert level of
competence.

Case Study: Details examples of how SE good practice
has been applied on real projects, showing real results.

Research: Aimed at new ideas that have been carried out
as part of a research project.

Good Practice: Details how mature SE practices are being
disseminated, deployed and adopted.
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Annual Systems Engineering Conference 2018
20th - 21st November 2018, Cranfield University

Anatomy of a good paper
In order to ensure that the review process is as fair as possible, authors should bear in mind the following
guide on what makes a good paper. This will be used by the reviewers as part of their assessment.

Figure 1 Anatomy of the paper
This diagram shows a structure recommendation for papers.
Please bear in mind this is a suggestion and, therefore, the
structure can be tailored. Key areas should be still be covered.

Paper layout example
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Annual Systems Engineering Conference 2018
20th - 21st November 2018, Cranfield University

Paper body
The main body of the paper must cover the following areas:

Introduction
This section will describe the ‘why’ of the paper. It should introduce the subject matter and
provide a justification of its relevance. This section also gives the authors the opportunity to
demonstrate that they have sufficient background knowledge to justify the paper, including
any relevant references to existing work. This section must also explicitly define the basic aims
of the paper.

Approach
This section describes the basic approach that was taken to carry out the work. It may
describe any life cycles, processes, procedures, techniques, tools, etc. that were followed.

Result
Any results from the work should be stated here. This may take the form of formal result
tables, observations, emergent properties, lessons learned etc.

Conclusion
The conclusions should provide a summary of the salient points of the paper and present any
conclusions that were reached. This section must explicitly address the main aims that were
identified in the introduction – remember ‘Introduction + Conclusions = Paper’. This section may
also identify any follow-up or future work resulting from the paper.

This structure is a recommendation, but will be used by the reviewers to be used as part of their assessment. If you
have any queries regarding your submission, you can contact the Technical Director, Jon Holt, on
technical-director@incoseonline.org.uk.
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Annual Systems Engineering Conference 2018
20th - 21st November 2018, Cranfield University

Call for posters - Systems Research Academic Showcase
The Systems Research Academic Showcase has become
a familiar part of ASEC over the last few years, and this
year it will be running again with some changes to the
format; INCOSE UK are hoping to run an additional
session allowing poster creators more of a chance to
engage with the audience by giving a 10 minute
timeslot allowing creators to present a summary of their
work.

INCOSE UK welcomes contributions that may consist of a
collaboration of partners involved in a single research
project.
There is a maximum of 10 posters accepted for
presentation and all entrants will be offered a
complimentary seat to the ASEC 2018 conference dinner
on Tuesday evening.
A panel of industry experts will be judging the
competition. Authors should be available to discuss their
entry with the panel. The winning poster will be
awarded a prize at ASEC, kindly donated by the
sponsoring organisation.

The Systems Research Academic Showcase is a
competition for academic research that provides a far
wider remit to participators than other competitions of
similar standing. This includes
•

Individual contributions from full-time
researching Systems Engineering topics

students

ASEC 2018 repeatedly provides an excellent forum for
individuals or groups to tell INCOSE UK about their
work. With free entry to the ASEC dinner, plus an
additional prize up for grabs, this in an excellent
opportunity which would be a shame to miss!

• Group contributions from academic research groups

in specific universities.
• Project contributions such as EU and EPSRC projects.

Deadlines and further information
• 11th June 2018: Submission of abstracts – abstracts should be

between 250 and 300 words outlining your poster topic and
main points. A shortlist of posters will be selected on the basis
of the abstracts received.
• 31st July 2018: Submission of proposed poster – successful

researchers will be asked to submit a single-page draft of
their poster which should give a good indication of objectives,
structure, main themes, supporting evidence, conclusions, etc.
Final conference posters will be selected and notified after the
end of July 2018.
The selected researchers will be given a template to work in and
should also produce an overview of their work for inclusion with
the conference proceedings.
All submissions and queries should be directed to
events@incoseonline.org.uk.

Winning poster of 2017’s competition
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Annual Systems Engineering Conference 2018
20th - 21st November 2018, Cranfield University

Call for tutorials
INCOSE UK includes half-day
tutorials at its Annual Systems
Engineering Conference.
The format of ‘tutorial’ can cover a
range of options; from a ‘set of
instructions to complete a task’ to
‘an interactive problem solving
workshop’. A typical ASEC tutorial
attracts between five and twenty
delegates who are interested in
trying something new or perhaps
finding a different perception on
something already familiar to them
(and maybe looking for a break
from back-to-back sessions!)

INCOSE UK is looking for around
four tutorial options which will be
selected from the proposals
received. Proposers are welcome
to submit more than one proposal,
but each proposal must be selfcontained so that it can be
assessed independently. It is vital
that the tutorial style is explicitly
expressed so that delegates
clearly understand whether they
will be expected to plaster flip
charts with Post-it notes or simply sit
and listen.

Successful presenters will be
awarded a single one-day pass for
ASEC 2018. If you wish to field
more than one presenter, then
additional presenters must register
for the event in the usual way. You
should be prepared to present on
either the 20th or 21st of
November 2018. The information in
your proposal will be incorporated
into promotional material for the
event and used to ensure that the
required facilities are provided.
INCOSE UK will contact the
proposer if any clarification is
required.

Your full tutorial proposal must include the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title of the tutorial
Name and contact details of the proposer and the presenter
Aims and objectives of the tutorial / workshop
Overview of content
Course material to be provided
Facilities required (Note: presenters should source their own laptop, but
rooms will be equipped with projectors and flip charts)
• Credentials of presenter(s)
• Intended audience/potential interest
• Maximum number of attendees catered for (if fewer than fifteen)

A tutorial taking place at ASEC 2017

The INCOSE UK ASEC will provide an excellent forum for you to engage with the INCOSE UK community and raise
your profile.

Deadlines and other information
• 3rd April 2018: Expression of interest—if you are interested in submitting, please express your intent to submit by

emailing events@incoseonline.org.uk.
• 30th April 2018: Submission of abstracts - abstracts should be between 250 and 300 words outlining your tutorial

topic and main points. A shortlist of tutorials will be selected based on the abstracts received. Please remember to
assess your proposal against the criteria in the review process guidelines.
• 11th May 2018: Acceptance of abstracts - abstracts that INCOSE UK deem to be the best of the submissions will

be notified, and asked to submit a full tutorial proposal.
• 11th June 2018: Submission of full tutorial proposals. Final conference tutors will be selected and notified by Mid

July 2018.
Please remember that successful presenters will be awarded a single one-day pass for ASEC 2018. If you wish to
field more than one presenter, additional presenters must register for the event in the usual way.
All submissions and queries should be directed to events@incoseonline.org.uk.
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INCOSE UK Training Day 2018
6th June 2018, Marsh Farm Hotel, Swindon

A change in location

SEP Examination

Marsh Farm Hotel

INCOSE UK is offering five full-day
courses and one half-day course for
the 2018 Training Day. All of these
provide an opportunity to update
or extend your Systems Engineering
(SE) skills under the guidance of
acknowledged experts in the
application of SE.

the time of registering for the event
(£120) will be charged at the
member rate.
The registration fee for the SEP
examination is flat rate at £120 (ex
VAT). For further information on cost
and courses provided, please visit
incoseonline.org.uk.

This year’s Training Day also offers
the opportunity for any current SEP
programme candidates to sit their
examination on-site at Engineers’
House.

Make sure you book early to secure
a place on your chosen training
course and ensure that it has
enough participants to run.

The registration fee for training
courses is £360 (ex VAT) for
INCOSE members and £400 (ex
VAT) for non-members. The halfday course registration cost is £180
(ex VAT) for INCOSE members and
£200 (ex VAT) for non members.
Non-members who sign up for
annual membership of INCOSE at

The Training Day will be held at
Marsh Farm Hotel near Swindon.
For more information, please visit
the Venue page. Marsh Farm Hotel
in a perfectly sized conference
venue in Royal Wootton Basset, a
small market town just off the M4,
providing an easy route to the
venue. This venue offers extensive
facilities that are perfectly suited to

INCOSE UK is pleased to offer
members the opportunity to
participate in a certification
examination
to
be
held
alongside the INCOSE UK
training day at Marsh Farm
Hotel
near
Swindon
on
Wednesday 6th June 2018.
The examination is based on the
INCOSE Systems Engineering
Handbook V4 and is valid for
applicants at both the ASEP and
CSEP levels of certification.
The exam will run from 14:00 17:00.
our requirements, including a full AV
setup in every room, free Wi-Fi
coverage throughout the conference
rooms and ample on-site parking.
You can also find additional
information on their website.
For any enquiries related to
e v e n t , p l e as e c o n t ac t
INCOSE UK Secretariat
events@incoseonline.org.uk or
+44 1460 298 217.

this
the
at:
via

Marsh Farm Hotel
6th June 2018

Booking now open
Click here for
more information
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Additional News
Further information from INCOSE UK

INCOSE UK member survey 2018
As a member of INCOSE UK, we greatly value your opinion. In order to find out how we can further improve your
membership with INCOSE UK, we have released our Q1 2018 member survey which focused on engagement with
INCOSE UK and the wider SE community. This survey is very short, and should take up to 10 minutes to complete.
We would greatly appreciate your input—if you would be happy to share your views, please visit Smart Survey here
or access the questionnaire from the INCOSE UK landing page.

Competency Framework price cut
The INCOSE UK Competency Framework document is in the process of being updated. We anticipate that version 4.0
will be available for INCOSE members to purchase later in 2018 and the whole document being able to purchase in
2019.
The current Framework remains a comprehensive and up-to-date document and is an excellent reference for any
practising systems engineer. We are now selling copies at the reduced price of £30. If you have previously held off
from purchasing a hard copy of this, now is the perfect opportunity. This offer will only remain active until current
stocks are depleted.
INCOSE UK members are also able to access a PDF version of the document. Both the soft copy, reduced price hard
copies and other INCOSE UK publications are available via the INCOSE UK online store.
Please log in using your INCOSE UK membership number to receive your member discounts.
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Additional News
Further information from INCOSE UK

Alan Knott: 1954 - 2018
INCOSE UK is sad to announce that we have lost a very well-respected member of the SE
community with the tragic loss to cancer of Alan Knott, who passed away peacefully at
home with his family on the 12th March 2018.
For over 30 years, Alan had been an instrumental part of the Systems Development team
at WSP, applying his expertise on projects like the West Coast Main Line and the East
London Line, where he led and developed their Systems Engineering approach.

A passion for sharing knowledge
Alan was an active member of INCOSE and was instrumental in setting up and running the Systems Engineering
Practices & Solutions (SEPS) Practice Area Network with Parsons Brinckerhoff and latterly WSP. He used his
involvement with the NETLIPSE organisation (the network for
the dissemination of knowledge on the management and
organisation of large infrastructure projects in Europe), to
introduce Systems Engineering into new areas.
Malcolm Thomas had been Alan’s line manager at WSP
since 2010. He said:
“Alan was one of the most passionate systems engineers I
have ever worked with, not only in WSP, but across the entire
field. He will be remembered by his colleagues and all those
that that were fortunate to work with him for his passion for
applying good practice and for sharing this across the wider
industry.
“Alan’s enthusiasm for technical excellence and knowledge
management was infectious; I am sure there are many
colleagues who will remember Alan asking them to contribute
to an erudite paper he was producing!”

Sharing a joke with WSP friends: Alan (far right) with
Steve Turner, Oliver Hoehne and Malcolm Thomas (L-R) at
the INCOSE International Symposium

Tenacious and full of energy, even a double hip replacement couldn’t slow Alan down – he clocked up an incredible
120,000 steps over our four-week 2015 Pedometer Challenge.

A friend to many who was committed to helping others
A familiar and friendly face in the Manchester and Godalming (now Guildford) WSP offices, as well as at Transport
for Greater Manchester (TfGM) where he helped drive success into the TfGM Metrolink, Alan will be remembered
with great fondness by a great many.
Alan believed strongly in helping others less fortunate and was among those to set up and support, with his
characteristic verve, the WSP Foundation, (originally the PB Foundation).
His positive influence as a colleague and as a friend to so many was immense and he will be very sadly missed.
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Events Calendar
See what’s coming up in your area
Date

Details

28 March 2018

Railway Interest Group - System safety in the Big
Data World
This paper presentation will outline research being
undertaken at the University of Huddersfield Institute of
Railway Research to understand how the Big Data
revolution might be applied to enhance railway system
safety.
To book this event, please follow this link.

9 April 2018

Bristol Local Group - Plus Ça Change
Developments in Architectural Framework Defence
Tom Riley and Paul Handisides will give an overview of
the new NATO Architecture Framework v4.0 and discuss
it's impact of current practice.
To book for this event, please follow this link.

INCOSE UK Training Day 2018
6 June 2018

The proposed venue for the 2018 Training Day is Lydiard
House, near Swindon. We hope to be able to confirm this
early in the new year.
If you would like to run a training course, please check
earlier in this newsletter for details.

INCOSE International Symposium 2018
7 - 12 July 2018

Next year’s International Symposium will be located in
Washington DC at the Grand Hyatt Hotel.
Further details will be added on the event website over
coming months.

INCOSE UK Annual Systems Engineering
Conference 2018
20 - 21 November 2018

Following the success of ASEC 2017 at Warwick
Conferences, the UK’s premier SE conference will be
making a return in November 2018.
Keep an eye on our communications channels for further
details in due course.

All of the events shown above are correct as at the time of publishing - to keep
an eye on all of the upcoming INCOSE UK events, please visit the Events
Calendar on the INCOSE UK website.
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Editor
Phil Robinson
publications@incoseonline.org.uk
Tel: +44 1460 298 217
INCOSE UK Communications
Director
Hazel Woodcock
INCOSE UK is the UK Chapter of
the International Council on
Systems Engineering.
The ePreview newsletter is
provided free of charge to our
members, on an ad hoc basis. The
aim of this publication is to keep
our members informed of
developments within the UK
Chapter and to shine a spotlight
our regular events, as well as
promote and encourage
participation.
Articles and information contained
in this publication are the
copyright of INCOSE UK Ltd
(unless stated otherwise) and may
not be reproduced in any form
without written permission.
Copyright © INCOSE UK Ltd,
2018
The Editor reserves the right to
carry out amendments to articles
in this publication, in order to
ensure that content is concise,
consistent, grammatically correct
and that it adheres to INCOSE
UK’s in-house branding guide.
Every effort will be made to
supply a copy of any amended
articles to the contributor prior to
the magazine being released, but
this cannot be guaranteed. Any
final decision regarding content
will ultimately rest with the Editor.
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